4th Online Executive Committee Meeting

24 May 2017

Digitisation Seminar

The prepteam is collecting the follow up materials to be printed, we will also print a flyer.

Webinars

The PT had a kick of meeting and are preparing the first webinar.

GEF Conference 26 May

The streaming in Belgrade was organized by ZOS, Lea from the prepteam attended the event as a speaker, Yulia Polishchuk, from Green Youth of Ukraine was nominated by the EC as a participant.

GEF European Green Activist training

The team from Zeleni Prozor and CDN office is set up. The training will take place in October.

Green Ukraine Project - Dutch Green Foundation

We sent the project proposal and we are waiting for the reply.

Treasurer Meeting

Possible dates are: 1,2,5 June, when the Treasurer, Greg will be in Belgrade and work with the office on the finances.

Call for project ideas

The call will be published on the 1st of June.

Intern in CDN office

EC is researching the possibilities for bringing an intern to the office in Belgrade.

Caucasus Regional Meeting

MOs contacted, we are waiting for the nominations of the Prepteam Members from them.
3d live EC meeting

The EC and office started to plan the 3rd live EC meeting that will happen in the middle of July in Serbia, Belgrade.

Working groups

Digital [x] (Masha)
the first mail sent to the list, there will be a kick off meeting soon
Gender (Cansu)
There is an idea is to do a pride issue on CDN website.
AlterUrb (Masha)
we all realized that we are busy this month so we postponed meeting for summer

Partners

FYEG

Summer Camp

“Smash Borders, Build Solidarity”, will be held from 25.07. to 3.08.2017 in Werneuchen, Germany; DL 30 May
http://fyeg.org/news/call-participants-sc

EYF

Number of DL reduction for EYF grants

Mail sent with FYEG and IYNF on the 15th May. We consider that two deadlines should stay

Communication

Newsletter

The EC members are collecting news from MOs and partners for the Spring Newsletter.

Next meeting: 7th of June, 2017